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FRONTEND DEVELOPER

CONTACT
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Covilha, Portugal
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almen.dev
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Languages

Portuguese
BASIC

Spanish
NATIVE/BILINGUAL

English INTERMEDIATE

Introduction
I am a Frontend Developer with a strong ability to work collaboratively, attention to detail, and a passion
for web development. I am skilled in translating designs into interactive and accessible interfaces, and
integrating third-party APIs and services to develop complex projects. My personal projects have given
me experience working with technologies such as HTML, CSS, Javascript, React, Git, and Nodejs.

As a team player, I thrive in an environment where collaboration and communication are key to success. I
am a motivated professional who is eager to contribute to the success of the organization that I am
working for.

My skills
Proactivity

Analytical thinking

Team player

Technologies and tools

I MASTER

Git / Github / NodeJS / React / TypeScript / JavaScript / HTML / CSS / Tailwind / NPM

Saludsa Ecuador

Jan 2016 — Feb 2021 (5 yrs. and 2 months)

-Receiving, recording, and distributing hospital and outpatient cases of policyholders to the auditing and settlement team. -Generating monthly
accounts payable closing reports. -Registering and distributing outpatient cases online through the Zendesk system. -Loading electronic
invoices into the internal system (web application). -Participate in the design, creation and migration to the new Armonix system, specifically in
the tools for managing hospital cases.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE/CAREER

Operations Planner
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https://github.com/almendev
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Unilever Venezuela

Sep 2013 — Apr 2015 (1 year and 8 months)

-Processing customer payments, cash sales and distributors payments within 24 hours in SAP R3 system. -Controlling, printing, and issuing
financial notes and asset invoices. -Keeping customer accounts up-to-date. -Processing returned checks and verifying customer payment
conditions. -Providing support for monthly accounting closures.

Unilever Venezuela

Mar 2013 — Sep 2013 (7 months)

-Tracking and maintaining the company's fixed assets. -Managing the assignment, exchange, and retirement of assets among our customers. -
Preparing assignment contracts. -Carry out weekly inventories reconciling and updating system information. -Preparing daily dispatch guides

Degrees

UNEFA

Oct 2006 — Jun 2012 (5 yrs. and 9 months)

A Telecommunication Engineer is a professional who designs, develops, installs, and maintains telecommunication systems and networks. also
capable of understanding and applying the principles of electronics, computer science, and communication technologies to design and
implement various telecommunication systems such as wired and wireless networks, mobile communication systems, and internet protocols.

Telecommunication Engineers are also responsible for analyzing and solving technical problems related to communication systems, including
signal processing, network optimization, and security. They work with different types of equipment, such as routers, switches, amplifiers, and
modems, and are proficient in programming languages used in the development of telecommunication software.

BUT WAIT…
THERE'S EVEN MORE IN MY PROFILE.
This is a short version of my Profile, but a longer one is available where you can see more interesting and relevant data.

Click here or scan the QR code

Credit and Collection Assistant

Fixed Assets Assistant

EDUCATION/DEGREES

Telecommunication Engineer
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